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Thank you to the Committee (and the wonderful elves) who have managed to keep
the club active during such difficult circumstances this past year.

You have all had to deal with uncertainties and ever changing guidance. The
average member has little knowledge of just how much work you all put in behind the
scenes and we thank you sincerely.
Thank you also to everyone who contributes something towards the newsletter.
Some weeks, there would have been nothing if you hadn't sent me something and I
really appreciate it and look forward to receiving many more stores and pictures.

Best wishes to everyone - stay safe, stay positive, keep running and take care of
yourself and your loved ones.

England Athletics virtual road relay.

This is running from now, first round finishing on 10th January. 8 runners per team. 4
men and 4 ladies.
We currently have 5 ladies and 3 men entered - we need one more man. It’d be a
pity if we can’t field a full team.
You enter on EA webpage under virtual runs. It’s straight forwards - and free.

So far there are over a thousand entries from clubs nationwide. It would be good to
see LRC in amongst it all. The more entries the better.

Your result is listed as soon as you submit your time and you can also filter the
results to see team positions.
Enter now - at least it’s not going to clash with anything!
https://mcusercontent.com/06ee37595aba77e0e81ded734/files/2b0bfc4a-d13d-411f-83683c7cc26744f2/Free_Virtual_5_mile_relay.docx

Why Runners Should Treat Winter as a
Training Tool

5 Reasons to run outside all winter — and get
stronger, tougher, faster, healthier and happier.
DECEMBER 29, 2020JONATHAN BEVERLY

In the winter of 1939, when the military posted Swedish miler Gundar Hagg to the far
north of that nordic country, he devised a unique training program of running on trails
through knee- or hip-deep snow. Most days he would do 2500 meters in snow for
strength, followed by 2500 meters on a cleared road for turn-over. But during those times
when he couldn’t find cleared roads—sometimes for weeks—he’d run up to the full 5K in
snow. The next summer he set huge PRs, coming within one second of the mile world
record.
Hagg continued his routine in subsequent winters, devising a hilly 5K loop in a different
locale that trudged through snowy forest for 3000 meters then ended with a 2000 meter
stretch of road where he could run at full speed. He kept improving, and the summer of
1942 he set 10 world records between 1500m and 5,000m.
While Hagg’s routine was created out of necessity, he obviously valued the snowy
training. When he moved to a city with a milder climate, he wrote in a training journal, “It
will be harder running than any previous year. Probably there won’t be much snow.” And
every winter he scheduled trips north to train on the familiar, tough, snowy trails.
Hagg isn’t the only runner who has found winter training valuable. Roger Robinson, who
raced internationally for England and New Zealand in the 1960s before setting masters
road records in the ‘80s, recalls his training for the deep-winter English cross country
championships of the 1950’s and 60s. “We ran, often at race pace, over snow, mud,
puddles, deep leaves, ploughed fields, scratchy stubble, stumpy grass, sticky clay,
sheep-poo, whatever, uphill and down,” Robinson says. “And thus, without going near a
gym or a machine, we developed strength, spring, flexibility, and stride versatility that
also paid off later on the road or track; I made one of my biggest track breakthroughs
after a winter spent running long intervals on a terrain of steep hills and soft shifting
sand.”

Robinson, now 80, with two artificial knees, still runs in the cold and slop. “Running is still
in great part about feeling the surfaces and shape of the earth under my feet,” he says.
Hagg and Robinson are of a different generation than those of us with web-connected
treadmills that can let us run any course on earth from the comfort of our basement, but
they’re on to something we might still benefit from: Winter can be an effective training
tool. Here are five reasons you’ll want to bundle up and head out regardless of the
conditions, indeed, why you can delight when it is particularly nasty out.

1) Winter Running Makes You Strong
As Hagg demonstrated and Robinson points out, winter conditions work muscles and
tendons you’d never recruit on the smooth, dry path. A deep-winter run often ends up
being as diverse as a set of form and flexibility drills: high knees, bounds, skips, sidelunges, one-leg balancing…
Bill Aris, coach of the perennially-successful Fayetteville-Manlius high school programs,
believes that tough winter conditions are ideal for off-season training that has the goal of
building aerobic and muscular strength. He sends the kids out every day during the
upstate New York winter, and says they come back, “sweating, exhausted and smiling,
feeling like they have completely worked every system in their bodies.”

2) Winter Running Makes You Tough
No matter how much you know it is good for you and that you’ll be glad when you’re
done, it takes gumption to bundle up, get out the door and face the wintry blast day after
day. But besides getting physically stronger, you’re also building mental steel. When
you’ve battled snow and slop, darkness and biting winds all winter, the challenges of
distance, hills and speed will seem tame come spring.
“If you have trained in deep snow, or battled up a slippery hill into freezing sleet, or lifted
your feet out of sticky clay for an hour, the race can hold no fear,” Robinson says. “If you
do real winter training, Boston in April can throw nothing at you that you have not
prepared for.”

3) Winter Running Improves Your Stride

Running on the same smooth, flat ground every day can lead to running ruts. Our
neuromuscular patterns become calcified and the same muscles get used repeatedly.
This makes running feel easier, but it also predisposes us to injury and prevents us from
improving our stride as we get fitter or improve our strength and mobility. Introducing a
variety of surfaces and uncertain foot plants shakes up our stride, recruits different
muscles in different movement patterns, and makes our stride more effective and robust
as new patterns are discovered.
You can create this stride shake-up by hitting a technical trail. But as Megan Roche,
physician, ultrarunning champion, clinical researcher at Stanford and Strava running
coach, points out, “A lot of runners don’t have access to trails. Many runners are running
on flat ground, roads—having snow and ice is actually helpful, makes it like a trail.”
In addition to creating variety, slippery winter conditions also encourage elements of an
efficient, low-impact stride. “One thing running on snow or ice reinforces is a high turn
over rate and a bit more mindfulness of where your feet are hitting the ground,” Roche
says. “And those two things combine to a reduced injury risk.” After a winter of taking
quicker, more balanced strides, those patterns will persist, and you’ll be a smoother,
more durable runner when you start speeding up and going longer on clearer roads.

4) Winter Running Makes You Healthier
“Exercising in general, particularly during periods of higher cold or flu season has a
protective effect in terms of the immune system,” says Roche. You get this benefit by
getting your heart rate up and getting moving even indoors, but Roche says, “Getting
outside is generally preferable—fresh air has its own positive effect.”
Cathy Fieseler, ultrarunner and sports physician on the board of directors of the
International Institute of Race Medicine (IIRM), says there’s not much scientific literature
to prove it, but agrees that in her experience getting outside has health benefits. “In cold
weather the furnace heat in the house dries up your throat and thickens the mucous in
the sinuses,” Fieseler says. “The cold air clears this out; it really clears your head.”
Fieseler warns, however, that cold can trigger bronchospasms in those with asthma, and
Roche suggests that when it gets really cold you wear a balaclava or scarf over your
mouth to hold some heat in and keep your lungs warmer. “Anything below zero, you need

to be dressed really well and mindful of your lungs, making sure that you’re not exposing
your lungs to too cold for too long,” Roche says.

5) Winter Running Makes You Feel Better
For all its training and health benefits, the thing that will most likely get most of us out the
door on white and windy days is that it makes us feel great. “A number of runners that I
coach and that I see in clinics suffer from feeling more depressed or a little bit lower in
winter,” says Roche. “Running is a great way to combat that. There’s something really
freeing about getting out doors, feeling the fresh air and having that outdoor stress
release.”
Research shows that getting outside is qualitatively different than exercising indoors.
A 2011 systematic review of related studies concluded, “Compared with exercising indoors,
exercising in natural environments was associated with greater feelings of revitalization
and positive engagement, decreases in tension, confusion, anger, and depression, and
increased energy.” They also found that “participants reported greater enjoyment and
satisfaction with outdoor activity and declared a greater intent to repeat the activity at a
later date.”
That “intent to repeat” is important. Running becomes easier and more enjoyable, the
more you do it. “Consist running is really the most fun running,” Roche says. “It takes 4
weeks of consistency to really feel good. Your body just locks into it.”
Most people associate consistency with discipline, and setting goals and being
accountable is an effective way to build a consistent habit. Strava data shows that people
who set goals are much more consistent and persistent in their activities throughout the
year. The desire to achieve a goal can help overcome that moment of inertia when we’re
weighing current comfort with potential enjoyment.
But the best way to create long-term consistency is learning to love the run itself.
Runners who make it a regular part of their life talk little about discipline and more about
how much they appreciate the chance to escape and to experience the world on their run
each day—even, perhaps especially, on the blustery, cold, sloppy ones.
“I want to get out into whatever the weather is, the environment is. I want the
experience,” Robinson says. “Yes, in winter it’s nice to stay warm inside; except when

you go outside once a day to run, in whatever weather and on whatever footing nature
provides. That’s called living. It’s also good for your later races.”

Why Laughing Is Good for Your Health
If you can find a reason to laugh every day, you'll find that your mood will improve,
your relationships with others will seem more meaningful and effortless, and life's
hurdles won't seem so daunting.
An old Yiddish proverb says, "What soap is to the body, laughter is to the soul."
Everyone knows that laughter makes you feel good and puts you in high spirits, but
did you also know that laughter actually causes physiological responses that protect
the body from disease and help your vital organs repair themselves? A good
laugh can be compared to a mild workout, as it exercises the muscles, gets the blood
flowing, decreases blood pressure and stress hormones, improves sleep patterns
and boosts the immune system. Furthermore, a study by the John Hopkins University
Medical School showed that humour and laughter can also improve memory
and mental performance. Yet despite the fact that laughter has so many benefits, far
too many of us forget to even crack a smile every once in a while, let alone laugh.
The following are some ways to incorporate more laughter and joy in your life:
• Don't take life too seriously. We all have obstacles in life and we all make
mistakes. There is no reason to beat yourself up over it. In fact, if you can laugh lightheartedly at your own foibles, you'll find that you give yourself that extra happiness
and confidence boost that can get you over any hurdle. This also extends to other
people. Try not to be too hard on others -- a smile and a chuckle goes a lot further
than criticism.
• Find the humor in a bad situation. Sure, there are some situations that are
genuinely sad and certainly not laughing matters. However, most situations in life

have an ironic or ludicrous side to them. The next time you feel the stress levels
rising, take a minute to think about the irony of the situation and allow yourself to
laugh over the things you cannot control. This will decrease the amount of cortisol
that your body produces due to stress, lowering your blood pressure, blood sugar
levels and heart rate.
• Remind yourself of funny moments from the past. Perhaps a friend told you a
great joke the other day, your children or pets did something amusing, or maybe you
watched a funny movie recently that had you in stitches. Call on these memories
frequently, especially when you are feeling sad, angry or stressed. Sometimes just
reliving a funny moment can cause the endorphins to kick in, which act as natural
painkillers and mood boosters.
• Surround yourself with fun people who like to laugh a lot. As the saying
goes, mirthful laughter is contagious, so make a point to seek out positive people
who aren't afraid to laugh at themselves and who have a knack for finding humour in
life's situations. Young children are especially adept at finding laughter and joy in
everyday moments.
• Get a pet. Animals are great for boosting happiness and encouraging laughter
because they love to play and have fun, and they often do things that are amusing
without even realizing it. In addition, studies show that people with pets have lower
levels of depression and stress and are less likely to suffer from heart disease.
If you can find a reason to laugh every day, you'll find that your mood will improve,
your relationships with others will seem more meaningful and effortless, and life's
hurdles won't seem so daunting. Moreover, your body, mind and soul will reap the
health benefits of this natural and free medicine.

And finally - a quote or two about laughter

He who laughs, lasts!

MARY PETTIBONE POOLE

Laughter is the sun that drives winter from the human face.
VICTOR HUGO

